Abstract-In this paper, we aim to monitor the flow of people in large public infrastructures. We propose an unsupervised methodology to cluster people flow patterns into the most typical and meaningful configurations. By processing 3D images from a network of depth cameras, we built a descriptor for the flow pattern. We define a data-irregularity measure that assesses how well each descriptor fits a data model. This allows us to rank the flow patterns from highly distinctive (outliers) to very common ones and, discarding outliers, obtain more reliable key configurations (classes).
I. INTRODUCTION
In this article, we address the problem of crowd monitoring in public infrastructures. We propose a sensing and data processing framework which captures crowd occupancy in these large spaces, and identifies and classifies it into meaningful spatial patterns/classes. We tested it in a reallife scenario in the main security X-ray screening area at the Lisbon international airport (LIS), Portugal.
Airports are transportation hubs subject to strict servicelevel agreements (SLA), high security risks and high operational costs. These factors put great pressure on human and physical resources, calling for tight monitoring of passenger flow within the infrastructure. In particular, the security and identification checkpoints are critical bottlenecks in the path between the check-in and the departure gate. Besides the risk of SLA violation, these bottlenecks have great impact on operational and commercial costs. Our work focuses on characterizing how passengers flow while waiting for inspection in these critical checkpoints.
The sensing infrastructure we propose consists of a network of depth cameras that provide 3D data of the covered space. A set of pre-processing algorithms anonymously detect people in the 3D point cloud, count them and compute the 3D space occupancy map as the output data of the sensing system. Fig.  1 displays the specific geometry of LIS X-ray area 1 . All passengers enter from the right, wait for their turn and exit to the left towards individual X-ray booths. In such a large spacemore than 200m 2 -several configurations emerge, shaped by
The authors are with the Institute for Systems and Robotics (ISR/IST), Instituto Superior Técnico, Universidade de Lisboa, Portugal. 1 The physical infrastructure described here no longer exists. inflow variations, processing capacity, planning protocols and particular events. Currently, the global status of the X-ray system is monitored using global counts of in-out passenger flow [1] , [2] . These global measures do not account for the internal state of the queue that reflects the instantaneous operating condition of the whole system. Queue modeling (e.g. flow parametrization) is very difficult to do, despite some structure imposed by queue guides and a relatively controlled environment. X-ray queue configurations are set in an ad-hoc manner and often change according to discretionary decisions by operations personnel. Also, innumerable "small" local decisions impact the global system: metal detectors settings, protocols for suspicious luggage screening, passenger inspection or security personnel skills. All these aspects are hard to account for but affect the performance and overall state of the X-ray queue.
Our methodology for classification of passenger flow patterns identifies meaningful classes that encode space occupancy. Classes are defined by space occupancy patterns that appear regularly over time (regular patterns) as well as sporadic patterns that correspond to "atypical behaviours" (irregular patterns). Because of the large amount of data, it is very difficult for the airport management to define the most relevant classes.
Building on previous work in the computer vision domain [3] , we encode regularity/irregularity through linear subspace models that explicitly represent these regularity concepts [4] , [5] . Such subspaces are determined from data in an unsupervised way.
Our methodology grants decision-makers with the much sought holistic measure of the "operational state" of the infrastructure. The methodology is general and applicable to a wide variety of public infrastructures such as railway stations or commercial shopping centers.
In summary, our main contributions are:
• a descriptor computed from 3D data of multiple cameras that captures queue patterns; • an algorithm that explicitly models and identifies regular and irregular flow patterns and clusters the regular data into classes of "typical" operation modes. By identifying regular "operating states" of the whole system, airport experts are able to rank and map them to desirable performance indicators. This interaction with the management and operational staff is very important in order to understand the behavior of the whole system [6] . Our methodology can be understood as a pre-processing stage whose information can feed the planning, scheduling and performance analysis systems of the airport.
A. Outline of the paper
The paper is structured as follows. Section II presents the related work, followed by the sensing infrastructure and the queue descriptor in Section III. Section IV provides the setup validation. Section V describes our methodology for identifying regular periods and clustering the data into an unknown number of queue states. The implementation results are presented in Section VI, followed by discussion in Section VII, and the conclusions in Section VIII.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
In complex environments such as an airport [7] , the flow of passengers depends on a large number of variables: staff performance, passenger behaviour, hand luggage contents, sensitivity of metal detection systems, among others. Traditional approaches based on discrete event systems [8] , [9] or queueing theory [10] - [12] model airport activity as function of several such variables. However, these methods are difficult to tune because they are highly dependent on variables that are unobservable or modeled with (unrealistic) stationary distributions (e.g., arrival and service rates). Also, these are based on data manually acquired within limited time frames or based on aggregated statistics. Besides providing tools for real time data acquisition, our methodology identifies the stationary states of the queue, allowing the design of individual and more accurate models for each state.
To automatically acquire people flow data, several works track and count people with a single over-the-head RGB-D camera [13] - [15] . Similar approach was taken in [16] , [17] for a single video camera.
In crowded scenes, instead of tracking people individually, several works propose solutions for activity detection or estimation of the number of people present in the scene. For example, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are employed in [18] to compute a per-pixel crowd counting map in order to estimate the number of people crossing a line. [19] improves crowd counting by training a CNN using two related objectives, crowd density and count, to obtain a better local optimum for both. Alternatively, [20] proposes a multi-column CNN to map an image to its crowd density map. In [21] and [22] , the authors use features derived from optical flow to train a system for counting people in regions of interest at crowded places. The first analyzes the optical flow passing through a line orthogonal to the motion of people and the latter tracks the boundary of a region of interest. The optical acceleration and histogram of optical flow gradients can be combined to detect abnormal objects or speed violation in pedestrian scenes [23] . A probabilistic approach is employed by Wang et al., [24] , to cluster moving pixels and video segments in order to model atomic activities and interactions in crowded places. In [25] , the detection of abnormal behaviors is done with a spatio-temporal analysis of a densely sampled video volumes.
Clustering individual trajectories is another common approach to analyze the flow of people. In [26] , feature point tracks are clustered and dominant trajectories are identified by fitting polynomials to cluster mean points. Approach [27] proposes the Robust K-means algorithm for clustering data that is less sensitive to the initialization of the K clusters. Kmeans and agglomerative clustering are used in [28] to cluster trajectories into common patterns. Alternatively, in [29] , trajectories are clustered with Fuzzy C-means and modeled with HMM, for trajectory analysis. Also, local distance and similarity measures are frequently employed to cluster and analyze trajectories and flow data [30] , [31] .
In [32] , the authors propose a system for monitoring queues by tracking people using a network of over-the-head video cameras. A solution to integrate existing monitoring technology is proposed in [1] . It studies methodologies for people counting and individual tracking for queue monitoring and behavior analysis.
In our scenario, the placement of the sensors is limited by the infrastructure, leading to large scene perspective distortion, people occlusion and rendering the registration of video cameras unfeasible. Moreover, due to privacy concerns, the use of video cameras is not permitted in many locations, including the security checkpoint at Lisbon Airport. This precludes the use of the referenced approaches, which, besides using RGB cameras, assume: high ceilings, proposing overthe-head solutions [13] , [14] , [32] ; access to airport sensing infrastructure [1] ; existence of reliable individual trajectories [26] , [28] , [29] , [33] ; absence of outliers in the data, as irregular patterns [27] ; and large amounts of training data [18] - [20] .
To the best of our knowledge, there is no work proposed for unsupervised identification and classification of people flow patterns from depth data. Our approach is applicable in a large range of scenarios because it does not require a tracking scheme. Also, we bring the novelty of testing our methodology with 18 days of real data acquired at an international airport.
III. SENSING INFRASTRUCTURE AND DATA DESCRIPTOR
In this section, we present the sensing system and the queue pattern descriptor, based on 3D data processing. Fig. 2 depicts the network of depth cameras installed to cover the final stage of the queue area. Cameras are calibrated and 3D point clouds are registered into a global reference frame. So, from depth images provided by the seven cameras ( Fig. 3a) , we build a global 3D representation of the space (Fig. 3b) . Since we have a noisy sensor and multiple objects in the foreground, we used a procedure we developed [34] to detect people in 3D point clouds (Section III-A). Using the results of this detection procedure, we compute a ground occupancy map and use it as a descriptor for the passenger flow (Section III-B).
A. People Detection
The method takes a 3D point cloud as input ( Fig. 3b ) and outputs the 3D points and centroids corresponding to each person. The 3D space is scanned with a fixed size box and the point cloud falling within that volume is classified as person or not person. The classifier, based on random trees, was trained with point clouds from people in different poses relative to the camera. The output of this method is the labeling of the point cloud and the corresponding centroids in ground coordinates, (x i , y i ) for person i, as shown in Fig. 4 . For details, see [34] .
The centroids are used to build the descriptor, as described next.
B. Queue Pattern Descriptor
We propose an occupancy map as data descriptor for the queue state. The floor is discretized into a fixed size grid and we obtain a binary map where each element is set to 1 if occupied and 0 otherwise. A cell is occupied if a centroid falls into it. Fig. 5a shows a set of binary maps, from frame f − n to f .
The occupancy map of a given time period is the spatiotemporal average of the binary maps for the last N seconds 2 . 
IV. QUEUE PATTERN VERSUS THROUGHPUT
Based on the people detection procedure, we are able to count people passing in small area at the exit of the queue (Fig. 6) . In this scenario, we have 4% error, similar to the classification error obtained on the original paper [34] . 7 shows the number of passengers at the entrance (blue line) and at the exit (red line) of the queue during one day. The count at the entrance is provided by the boarding pass scanning system. At the queue exit, our system counts people without distinction between passengers and staff. Therefore, Fig. 7 . Number of people passing by the X-ray queue detected with our approach versus ticket validation count. Differences between the two are due to the ground truth being based in boarding pass validation at the entrance of the queue and the count being relative to all the people, including staff, at the exit of the queue. Our detection methodology is able to capture the outflow variation.
the difference between the two counts is due to the detection error, staff passing the queue exit and the delay between the two counting systems, as one is at the entrance and the other at the exit. Despite these sources of error, we can see in Fig. 7 that our detection procedure successfully captures the outflow of the queue. However, the count of passengers is not sufficient to identify the queue state. have a similar count, however, the queue configurations are different. The state of the queue is dependent on many factors, including, for example, the relation between the queue inflow, service performance and the number of X-ray operating gates. Since these indicators are not available, the outflow of the queue is not enough to determine the queue/service state and we rely on the occupancy map to capture the usage of the space.
V. QUEUE CONFIGURATIONS
In the previous sections, we described our sensing setup composed by a network of depth cameras that provides 3D data. With this data, we are able to detect people and compute an occupancy grid map -a descriptor that does not rely on tracking to encode people movements.
With the occupancy maps for a given period of time, we aim to cluster them into representative classes, where each class corresponds to a different queue configuration. Fig. 9 illustrates this goal, with similar patterns grouped in the same cluster. the classes a priori, a supervised approach is not adequate. On the other hand, the traditional unsupervised clustering methods do not guarantee a solution to our problem, as they require the number of classes to be known a priori and do not deal with observations without class (outliers). As Fig. 9 shows, we may have a considerable percentage of outliers in the data (white label, l 0 ). We model a typical pattern as a linear combination of other maps in the same class and compute the combination coefficients by solving a convex optimization problem. Because typical patterns appear regularly over time, we draw inspiration from the self-expressiveness property [4] , [5] , which states that a point in a subspace can be represented as a linear combination of points in the same subspace. So, each class is modeled as a subspace, where each pattern of a given class is a point in the corresponding subspace. Solving this convex optimization problem, we have a measure of irregularity that assesses how distant a pattern is from the linear model. If this measurement is too high, the pattern is considered irregular (outlier).
Our method consists of two main steps: identifying regular and irregular maps; and clustering regular maps. Fig. 10 summarizes the methodology.
A. Identifying Regular and Irregular Maps
Consider the data matrix
Identifying regular and irregular maps
Clustering regular maps
Labeling
Depth Cameras time Occupancy Maps
Step 1
Step 2 Fig. 10 . Diagram summarizing the two main steps of the proposed queue classification methodology.
where column x i is a vectorized occupancy map, d is the data dimension and m is the number of maps 3 . A map x i is represented by a convex combination of other maps, being modeled as
where c ji is the coefficient that relates map j with map i. Because a map should be expressed as a combination of maps belonging to the same cluster/subpace, our goal is to find the subspaces that best explain all the data. In matrix form, the model is given by
where C ∈ R m×m is the coefficients matrix and 1 m is a vector of ones with dimension m. Imposing the null diagonal of C, diag(C) = 0, excludes the trivial solution of a map explaining itself. The irregularity of a map is measured by how much the reconstruction of that map violates the linear model. This is given by
where the operator . 1 is the 1 -norm and c i is the i-th column of C. Our goal is to find the convex combination that best reconstructs each map, in the sense of minimizing the irregularity measure. Then, we wish to generate map x i with a small number of maps. By using the 1 -norm in (4), we are inducing sparsity in the error I i and consequently in c i . The coefficients are obtained by solving the following optimization problem
is the global irregularity measure of the data and operator . 1 is the L 1 matrix norm. The solution is computed in parallel by solving for each c i separately [3] . By solving (5) we generate the map x i with the other maps in X. However, when the error I i is too large, a map is an outlier (a unique pattern). Therefore, the irregularity I i is in fact a measure of uniqueness of the map x i within the data set. Fig. 11 shows the irregularity measure, I i , for m occupancy maps corresponding to a full day. As expected, maps with µ I i Fig. 11 . Irregularity measure for a complete day. Some of the corresponding occupancy maps are presented to show that higher I i values correspond to more peculiar patterns.
lower I i are maps capturing typical states of the queue. On the other hand, large values correspond to the peculiar or occasional patterns.
We assume a maximum percentage, p, of outliers/irregular maps in the data. Thereby, we label as irregular the p% of maps with highest irregularity and the others as regular 4 . As will be clear later, the methodology is robust to a large range of p values.
Note that in [3] these irregular observations correspond to physical keypoints of a shape/model. Whereas here we interpret them as maps corresponding to unique patterns in the data.
B. Clustering Regular Maps
Solving (5), we are able to identify regular and irregular (outlier) patterns. Filtering out outliers, the data can be clustered using common clustering methods. Here, we take advantage of the sparse coding framework. Note that C + C T defines an undirected graph where the nodes represent the maps and edges represent association (non-null coefficients) between maps. Because, the number of classes K is unknown a priori, we estimate K by estimating the number of zero eigenvalues of the Laplacian of this graph. However, small clusters (with few points) have small impact in the eigenvalues and, when such clusters exist, K is underestimated. To retrieve the smaller clusters, we segment the data into a larger number, γ, of linear subspaces and use a measure intrinsic to the model to compute the distance between the subspaces. If this distance is small, clusters are merged.
The metric we use is the Normalized Subspace Inclusion (NSI), a distance between subspaces of any dimension [35] . Formally, it is defined as
where L 1 and L 2 are linear subspaces in R n , U 1 and U 2 are their orthonormal basis and d 1 , d 2 are the subspaces dimensions. This metric measures inclusion of subspaces, generalizing the angle between two subspaces by considering all their principal directions. Fig. 12 shows an affinity matrix for six clusters. For each cluster we show here only one of its maps. It is clear that the NSI value between clusters that correspond to very similar configurations is close to 1. Clusters are merged if their pair-wise NSI value is above a threshold. Similarly, after this step, we reassess the maps labeled as irregular. We compute the pair-wise NSI affinity for each irregular map and cluster. The map is unified to the cluster with larger affinity if the value is above a threshold, otherwise, the maps remain labeled irregular. This consolidation step, allows a large range for p% in the selection of irregular/regular patterns.
C. Methodology Summary
The methodology proposed in this section is summarized in Algorithm 1. First, we solve (5) to compute the coefficients that relate the patterns (line 1) and then we rank the maps by irregularity to identify regular and irregular maps (line 2). Next, we estimate the number of clusters and partition regular data accordingly (lines 3 and 4) . Then, clusters are consolidated using the affinity measure (lines 5 and 6). Finally, irregular maps are classified according to the consolidated clusters (line 7). The output is the labeling for all data points and the corresponding partition into regular and irregular patterns.
Next, we present results of applying this methodology to real data.
Algorithm 1 Identifying and clustering regular occupancy maps in the data.
Input: X -Data matrix p -% of maps to label as irregular th -NSI threshold Output: X reg -Regular data X irreg -Irregular data cl reg -Regular data class labels
Step 1: Identifying Regular and Irregular Maps 1: I ← Solve (5) for C 2: X reg , X irreg ← Divide regular and irregular data according to p and I
Step 2: Clustering Regular Maps 3: γ ← Estimate number of clusters 4: cl reg ← Segment X reg into γ clusters 5: af f inity ← Compute NSI between γ clusters 6: cl N SI ← Merge clusters in cl reg with affinity > th N SI 7: cl reg , X reg , X irreg ← Reclassify X irreg according to cl N SI
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present results for data sequences of one day, fourteen days and four days during Christmas time. We used seven depth cameras to cover the X-ray queue area at the Lisbon international airport. The descriptor used integrates 5min occupancy.
A. Analyzing One Day
Here we present in detail the results of each step of our methodology applied to one day. Fig. 13a shows the C matrix obtained by solving (5) for this day. The block diagonal shape of C suggests that classes appear in sequence and do not change often during the day. Fig. 11 shows the irregularity for this sequence of maps, given this matrix C. After ranking the maps, we remove the 50% with highest irregularity. Next, we partition the regular data (50% with lowest error) in 5 clusters using spectral clustering 5 . Fig. 13b shows the obtained labels, with one color per cluster and irregular maps in white. By consolidating oversegmented clusters with the NSI metric, we obtained three clusters (green, yellow and red labels) corresponding to three different queue configurations, depicted in Fig. 13c . Finally, we classified the 50% maps previously labeled as irregular to assess if they belong to any regular clusters. This results in the final classification of Fig. 13d , where 11% of the maps remain labeled irregular. 5 The adjacency matrix for the Spectral Clustering is C + C T .
During the periods 00:00am -06:15am and 07:45pm -11:59pm, the queue had low inflow of passengers and people would go straight from the entrance to the exit of the queue (corresponding to green label in Fig. 13d ). The period with largest passenger inflow occurs between 06:15am and 07:15am (shown with red label). In this period, the queue structure is more complex, occupying a larger area to accommodate all passengers. Yellow label corresponds to a configuration with moderate flow. Irregular maps, with white label, occur mainly in the night periods (with low passenger inflow), when cleaning and maintenance operations are performed. Fig. 14 shows results for 14 days of operation. The color labeling is shown for each day separately, although we applied the methodology to all data, with X ∈ R d×3583 . These colors correspond to the same configurations of Fig. 13 . White label is associated with irregular or empty maps 6 . Although all days are different from each other, periods with more inflow look similar: between 06:00am and 07:00am or between 06:00pm and 07:00pm. Irregular periods of time, as the ones depicted in Fig. 15 , occur mainly in the early or late hours of the day and represent 12% of the fourteen days, a time lapse of around 39 hours 7 . Without identifying the outliers, the clusters computed by common approaches are contaminated and the corresponding subspaces may not represent the meaningful classes.
B. Analyzing an Extended Time Period
Although in these fourteen days only three clusters are identified, other time periods include different patterns. Fig. 16 shows four days during Christmas, from December 23 to 26. Traditionally, the number of departing passengers decreases during Christmas at the Lisbon international airport. Business trips decrease and the majority of the inflow is in the arrivals. During this period, a new cluster appears. This cluster, labeled with blue, is different from the three previously analyzed and is formed by maps corresponding to staff walking in a completely different pattern near the queue, during periods without passengers. This (small) class was unknown and different from the ones previously identified, however, our methodology managed to identify it.
As we previously showed in Fig. 8 , similar passenger count at specific periods corresponds to different queue patterns. Fig.  17 shows the same occurs for full days. This is due to several factors affecting the state of the queue, such as the number of open X-ray gates, number of staff members operating or luggage contents, for example. In other words, for the same number of passengers, the service can be operated differently. This can be caused by several factors, such as the number of service lanes, different operational teams, number of staff members or queue guides incorrectly placed (we did not have access to data to assess what caused the different functioning state). 
VII. DISCUSSION
We propose an unsupervised approach with few parameters to setup.
The first parameter is the period of time covered by each occupancy map, e.g., 30s, 1min, 5min. This period of time should be chosen depending on the activity we want to capture with the descriptor. For these experiments, we empirically chose 5min maps, that showed to be a good trade-off between computational cost and data filtering.
Another parameter is the period of time in which we search for clusters. In this paper, we use one day, four days and two weeks but we can choose shorter or longer periods. Our methodology presents consistent results and similar clusters can be identified whether analyzing a day by itself or combined with other days, including smaller clusters. Fig. 18 shows the affinity matrix for nine clusters in a period where one of the (seven) cameras broke. For each cluster, we show the mean of its maps. Clusters 7, 8 and 9 are similar except in the area where the camera failed, in the middle left side of 9. Similarly, cluster 6 corresponds to the same queue state as clusters 4 and 5. Our method degrades gracefully in the presence of perturbations and clusters 6 and 9 have high affinity with the corresponding configuration classes.
Although the methodology presented in this paper is unsupervised, when working with real data and operational scenarios, interaction with end users/experts is very useful. Because of the large amount of data, airport experts are not able to describe classes a priori. By providing only representative patterns, our methodology works as a filter and saves users from the overwhelming load of interpreting all data. When presented with the relevant patterns, the airport experts recognize the classes as meaningful and understand the affinity matrix. This allows them to empirically define semantics to design a classifier customized to their needs. Finally, with these classes, and applying queueing and discrete events theory, we are able to compute individual and more accurate models for each state. Fig. 18 . NSI affinity matrix including maps with missing data. The characteristics of the descriptor and NSI allow for a smooth degradation of the affinity value when missing data.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We proposed a new descriptor to characterize the flow of people in large public infrastructures. Based on 3D data and without tracking people, we provided an occupancy map of the space-a very useful indicator of the service performance. We proposed an unsupervised methodology to identify and cluster these occupancy maps, without knowing their number or shape/configuration a priori. The approach is divided into two main steps: identify regular and irregular periods/maps, and cluster the regular maps into classes corresponding to the different queue configurations. This methodology proposes a continuous irregularity measure for each map. The first step of the approach uses this measure as a means to identify the most abnormal maps in the data set. The second step segments the regular maps, based on an estimate of the number of clusters, and then consolidates the clusters using the Normalized Subspace Inclusion (NSI) metric.
The approach gave consistent results, independently of the quantity of data analyzed, with the descriptor and NSI having smooth deterioration in the presence of missing data.
Despite including different days, they present similar patterns: the busiest hours occur in the same periods of the day. Finally, irregular maps exist mainly during late night, when maintenance operations are due.
As future work, we plan to augment the model to account for more information sources, e.g., velocity, flight schedule, flight destiny, in order to strengthen the assessment of the service performance.
